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Past

- 2015-03-09 draft-rtg-dt-encap-00.txt
- 2015-03-09 draft-rtg-dt-encap-01.txt (minor editorial changes)
- 2015-05-21 draft-rtg-dt-encap-02.txt (changes from feedback in Dallas)
- 2015-07-06 draft-ietf-rtgwg-dt-encap-00.txt (minor editorial changes)
- 2016-03-21 draft-ietf-rtgwg-dt-encap-01.txt (no changes)
- 2016-09-22 Document has expired
- 2016-10-31 draft-ietf-rtgwg-dt-encap-02.txt (no changes)
Future?

- Any more comments forthcoming?
  - Promise of MPLS-related comments?
  - Pick deadline for getting comments?
  - Use last-call to force the issue?